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Article abstract
The ICEA research team is presenting here an analytical scheme designed to
apprehend the dynamics and to specify the meaning of social engineering as
carried out by agencies such as F. P. A. Its effect, according to the proposed
hypothesis, is to reenforce the actual structure of social relations. This is what
gives it its significance. This is operationalized in that the action of the agency
is differentiated according to the type of client (working class or middle class).
A-typical cases, that is cases of the socially mobile, confirm the general
hypothesis in that they are recruited in specific subgroups (" skidders " and
marginal men) and in that they are called upon to leave their own culture so
that they may play the role of " relays ", necessary for the maintenance of social
relations as presiently structured. Since the structure of social relations is
never a permanent given, we try to see whether the recurrent contradictions
inherent in the F. P. A., cause the emergence either of a simple resistance to the
orientation of the values underlying this type of social engineering or the
mobilization of workers in a basically critical formation. The authors show
finally how they intend to apply this analytical scheme in a future study among
a group of persons who attended F. P. A. Courses full time in the region of
Montreal in 1969-1970 and who come from the following occupational groups :
commerce, service, construction and mechanics.
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